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Abstract: This paper analyses the connection between inter-regional migration and 
income convergence in Finland between 1975 and 1995. Convergence of per capita 
incomes has been fast across the 85 subregions, especially before 1985. The effect of 
migration to β- and σ-convergence is analysed by cross-section and panel data methods 
and these estimation results are compared. In the cross-section regressions migration 
seems to have had a very small but divergent effect in the regional growth and 
convergence process, whereas the panel data model reveals a convergent role for 
migration in terms of both β- and σ-convergence. This finding casts doubt on the use of 
cross-section data, showing that by using better data and more advanced methods 
improved results are obtained compared to those yielded by the cross-section regressions. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
 
Regional economic development can be characterised by two mega-trends. On the one 
hand, migration has led to concentrations of people in national and regional centres. This 
has resulted in considerable regional divergence in terms of the population size. On the 
other hand, convergence of per capita income levels has made regions economically more 
equal. This paper investigates the relationship between these two trends. 
 
The pattern of inter-regional migration in Finland has aroused considerable interest in 
recent years, as both the degree and direction of migration have displayed some very 
special characteristics. The speed of migration has risen rapidly together with the 
continuing urbanisation of the country, most of the migrants heading towards a few large, 
main towns located for the most part in southern Finland (Laakso, 1998, Vartiainen, 
1997). During the present decade in particular, in-migration has become highly focused 
on urban areas, with even middle-sized towns experiencing negative net migration. It has 
also been observed that rapid convergence in per capita income levels has taken place in 
the Finnish regional economy  (Kangasharju, 1998a and 1998b; and Pekkala, 1998). 
However, the effect of migration on convergence has so far remained an unanswered 
question.  
 
Given the fact that migration is considered, according to the neoclassical theory, to be an 
important equilibrating mechanism in the regional economy1, it is interesting to examine 
whether this also applies to the Finnish regional economy. This paper examines whether 
migration influences regional income disparities in the long run. Thus the aim of the 
present study is to assess the effect of migration on regional income convergence in 
Finland during 1975-95.  
 
The basic neoclassical convergence hypothesis states that, due to diminishing marginal 
products of capital and labour, initially poorer economies grow faster than richer ones in 
terms of their per capita incomes or productivity, and thus catch up with the rich ones in 
the long run (Barro and Sala-i-Martin, 1995). This is called σ-convergence. Outside 
mainstream economics, σ-convergence is explained by the so-called 'advantages of 
backwardness' (Fagerberg, 1994). The argument is that technological progress diffuses 
across borders, and imitation of the latest technology is quicker and cheaper than 
invention and innovation. This results in a catching up process where the latecomers 
grow faster than the technological leader (see e.g. Gomulka, 1971 and 1986). A great 
number of empirical studies have proven that, especially at regional level, σ-convergence 
indeed occurs, even though its speed fluctuates from period to period. Beside the analysis 
of σ-convergence, which concerns the diminishing dispersion of regional incomes, it has 
been common to study the existence of β-convergence, which reveals the pace at which 
regions approach their steady states (see e.g. Barro and Sala-i-Martin, 1991). β-
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convergence is also an outcome of the diminishing marginal product of capital. 
 
The connection between migration and β-convergence is analysed for example by Barro 
and Sala-i-Martin (1991) who argue in their seminal work that net migration flows cannot 
be used to explain regional growth differences as such, due to the problems of 
simultaneous determination, or endogeneity. A solution to these problems is to estimate 
migration and β-convergence using a two-stage estimation procedure (2SLS), by which 
migration is estimated as the outcome of various factors, some of which are not 
dependent on initial income or growth. And, indeed, the theory suggests a variety of 
factors which may determine migration (Greenwood et al, 1991 and Moltho, 1986). 
Another approach to avoiding the problem of simultaneous determination is to use the 
method of seemingly unrelated regressions (SUR), as Persson (1997) does in the case of 
the Swedish counties. However, it should be noted that neither Barro and Sala-i-Martin 
nor Persson found conclusive evidence of migration as a significant factor in determining 
the rate of regional β-convergence. Moreover, as the recent empirical literature casts 
doubt on the usefulness of cross-section regressions2, the present study adopts a panel 
data method to test the robustness of the cross-section results. 
 
The present study uses data on taxable incomes in the 85 Finnish small-scale subregions 
and annual subregional net migration rates during 1975-95. Various explanatory variables 
for the net migration rates are considered according to the recent Finnish literature 
(Tervo, 1997 and 1992, and Vartiainen, 1997). These are regional unemployment rate, 
average level of education, proposition of students in the population, proposition of 
owner-occupied homes, level of community tax and per capita income level. 
 
A number of estimation methods are used in the empirical analysis of the present study: 
first, β-convergence is estimated according to the standard neoclassical tradition, using 
net migration as one of the conditioning variables. It is observed that regional 
convergence is fast until 1985, but slows down considerably thereafter. However, it is 
found that the above approach leads to ambiguities and the results are likely influenced 
by simultaneity. Thus instrumental variables are used to alleviate the simultaneity bias. 
Finally, a panel data method is used. The panel data results indicate that migration has 
indeed acted as an equilibrating mechanism in the Finnish regional economy. However, 
the results suggest that migration has not been a very important determinant of regional 
growth or convergence in Finland during 1975-95 as its effects are rather small in 
general.  
 
Few papers have so far tackled the question of how migration affects σ-convergence, and 
thus the present study aims at examining migration as an explainer of σ-convergence, as 
it is clearly more interesting to find out whether regional income differences are directly 
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affected, an aspect which is not revealed by β-convergence. For that purpose, we develop 
a framework in which σ-convergence is considered as the diminishing of the gap between 
any given economy and the leader. We assume that σ-convergence occurs as the follower 
subregions imitate the (technological) leader (Helsinki) and thus obtain new technology 
at a much lower cost than the leader (see Chatterji, 1992). These results confirm our 
former conclusions that σ-convergence has been rapid, even to the extent that the gap has 
been reduced by half during 1975-95. However, in the cross-section regressions it 
appears that migration has not markedly speeded up σ-convergence but has been a 
divergent factor in the regional growth process. In contrast, the panel data estimations 
reveal that migration has a small but convergent role in the growth process. Although the 
conclusion that migration is a relatively unimportant determinant of growth is consistent 
with some previous research3, it is nevertheless counterintuitive and somewhat surprising 
as the neoclassical theory regards migration as an important equilibrating force. 
 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the theories of 
inter-regional migration and regional convergence, presents some recent empirical results 
and describes the data set and empirical methods used. Section 3 presents the empirical 
results and section 4 concludes. 
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2.  THEORY AND DATA 
 
The aim of this section is to briefly review the theory of regional migration in order to 
determine the most important economic and non-economic aspects that affect migration 
at the regional level. Further, we derive empirical models for migration as well as β- and 
σ-convergence. 
 
 
2.1  Inter-regional migration 
 
This section deals with the theory of regional migration, presenting a variety of factors 
which have been found to influence migration. Table 1 presents some of the most 
important determinants of migration which have appeared in recent studies. If we 
consider which determinants are relevant for the present study, interesting results are 
provided, especially by Tervo (1997), who studies the pattern and effects of regional 
migration in Finland during 1970-90 and considers both the regional and personal aspects 
behind the observed migration rates. Note, however, that the present study explores 
migration at the macro-economic level and the sign of coefficient (table 1) refers to the 
effect of that variable on regional net migration (not, for example, on the personal 
decision to move). 
 
Table 1: Determinants of migration in recent studies 

STUDY VARIABLE SIGN OF 
COEFFICIENT 

Pekkala et al (1998) Growth of taxable per capita income + 
 Growth of education level + 
 Regional unemployment rate - 
 Regional tax rate - 
Tervo (1997) Regional unemployment rate - 
 Share of home-ownership  + 
 Share of labour force in primary production  - 
Chun (1995) Employment growth + 
 Higher educational composition of 

population 
- 

 Population density - 
 Cost of living - 
 Local property tax - 
 Local government expenditure + 
Barro & Sala-i-Martin 
(1995) 

Per capita income of the region + 

Charney (1993) Welfare benefits + 
 Tax rate (local) - 
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Migration is affected by a number of factors, both economic and non-economic. 
Generally, the determinants of migration can be divided into economic, educational, 
quality of life and public policy variables (Chun, 1995). Most studies agree that 
employment opportunities are the most important, but region specific amenities also 
contribute to migration rates. What makes studying the connection between migration 
and regional incomes so difficult is the fact that they affect each other simultaneously and 
many of the variables that determine migration also appear in the income growth 
equation. In other words, regions which are expected to grow fastest also draw in most 
migrants (Barro and Sala-i-Martin, 1995). Chun (1995) argues that there is no single 
unambiguous relationship between employment, migration and regional incomes, but, 
depending on the model used, they all appear to influence one another. However, he finds 
that there generally exists a negative correlation between net migration and regional per 
capita incomes. For this reason Chun argues that migration should be seen as a process 
which contributes to income convergence. 
 
Given that certain groups of the population are more mobile than others, it makes sense to 
divide the population into groups according to their main economic activity and consider 
regional net migration as resulting from the composition of the population. Vartiainen 
(1997) shows that regions which receive a positive net flow of students also tend to have 
a positive net aggregate flow. He also finds that workers migrate towards the largest 
towns and the unemployed move from peripheral areas into towns of all sizes. The retired 
population, on the other hand, tends to migrate away from large cities, although this is of 
minor significance. The conclusion from all this is that as it is only certain groups of 
migrants which bring positive effects (more taxes and productivity) with them to their 
region of destination, and because only few regions have been able to gain from the 
increased migration flows that have taken place (Kuntainliitto, 1997), it is reasonable to 
assess the effect of population composition on net migration. 
 
As explained above, the present study models migration separately4 from convergence so 
that their interdependence can be downplayed. Barro and Sala-i-Martin (1995) use a basic 
single-equation framework and experiment with the functional form: 
 
(1) mit = f(yi,t-T, πi, t-T, θi,variables that depend on t but not i), 
 
where yi, t-T is the initial income of region i, πi, t-T is the population density and θi is a set 
of fixed amenities (i.e. positive or negative attributes) attached to the region. The 
explanatory variables can be expressed as their initial values or the averages for the 
examination period. In the present study regional characteristics that appeared to explain 
the direction of net migration flows most robustly lie in the main economic activity of the 
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population, tax rate differentials, regional unemployment rates, levels of education and 
proportions of owner-occupied homes, whereas population density was considered less 
important. To be more specific, after experimenting with several specifications5, we 
ended up with the following empirical equation for annual regional net migration: 
 
(2) mit = a + c1*EDUCi, t-T + c2*TAXi, t-T + c3*OWNHOMEi, t-T + c4*STUDi, t-T  

+c5*UNEMPi, t-T + eit, 
 
where EDUC is the average schooling rate of the population in region i at the beginning 
of the period, TAX is the rate of community tax, OWNHOME is the proportion of owner-
occupied homes and STUD and UNEMP indicate the proportions of students and 
unemployed in the population, respectively. It is assumed that students and the 
unemployed are the most likely groups to move between regions, whereas people already 
employed in the region are less likely to do so. eit is the error term of the regression. The 
initial income (yi, t-T) in (1), however, seems to induce a correlation between the error 
terms of the migration and the growth equations, and is thus left out of the regression in 
the 2SLS (2)6. The reason for this correlation problem is likely to be that regions with 
highest growth prospects tend to attract most migrants, who, in turn, generate more 
income for the region. As this process continues, it could eventually lead to cumulative 
causation, which is exactly what is meant by the simultaneous determination of growth 
and migration. In the empirical regression analysis average annual net migration rates for 
the periods under question are used (the variable is called “netmig“). 
 
 
2.2  Regional convergence 
 
Most of the recent convergence literature is based on a neo-classical framework, which is 
also utilised in the present study. It is assumed that economic growth slows down over 
time as income levels rise and, for that reason, economies tend to converge towards the 
same level of income and productivity, assuming that they are very similar in terms of 
their economic structures and other characteristics. 
 
 
2.2.1  β-convergence 
 
The present study concentrated first on studying β-convergence and assessing how it has 
been influenced by net migration flows. The neoclassical theory assumes that migration 
speeds up per capita income convergence, as workers move from poor to rich regions 
where the demand for labour is higher and where they can earn higher wages. The 
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standard growth equation appearing in most empirical studies is taken from Barro and 
Sala-i-Martin (1991): 
 
(3) (1/T)*log(yit/yi,t-T) = a - [log(yi,t-T)](1 – e-βT)(1/T) + other explanatory  
                     variables. 
 
In the above equation the logarithmic growth rate of region i (the left-hand side) is 
explained by the log of the region’s initial income (yi, t-T) and other variables, which may 
include structural variables (indicating the economic structure of the region) and annual 
net migration rate (as observed or as estimated in (2)). If migration rates are used directly 
we may find that the estimates become inconsistent, due to simultaneous determination. 
This problem can be alleviated by two-stage least squares. To describe regional 
differences in economic structures, the shares of the region’s labour force in various 
industries (here primary production, services and industry) are used. These structural 
variables are assumed to control for regionally differentiated shocks and differences in 
steady states. 
 
 
2.2.2  σ-convergence 
 
In practice, a far more interesting issue than assessing the speed at which regions 
converge towards their own steady states, and analysing the role of migration in this 
process, is the direct effect of inter-regional migration on the evolution of regional 
income disparities. Indeed, this is interesting both in terms of theory and practice, as we 
can see whether migration works as an equilibrating force or not. The aim of the present 
study is to suggest ways in which differences in regional income levels can be analysed 
together with migration flows. Firstly, we estimate σ-convergence by calculating the 
standard deviation of the log of per capita taxable income for each year. Secondly, we use 
similar equations to those used in Chatterji (1992) and Chatterji and Pehkonen (1997), to 
find out how the per capita income of the follower economy develops in comparison with 
the leader economy. 
 
(5) gapt = (1 - b)gapt-1 
 
where gap = y* - y. Here y* is the (log of) per capita income of the leader economy and y 
that of the follower. As we want to analyse the effect of migration and some structural 
factors to σ-convergence, we add them to obtain our empirical equation: 
 
(6) gapt = (1 - b)gapt-1 - c(Xt-1), 
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where X are the additional explanatory variables. Equation (6) implies that follower 
regions may overtake the leader. We follow Kangasharju and Alanen (1998) and also 
model the change in gap between leader and follower. Thus, our second gap-type model 
explains σ-convergence or divergence as follows7: 
 
(7) gapt - gapt-1 = -bgapt-1 - c(Xt-1). 
 
 
2.2.3 Panel data model 
 
As cross-section regressions have recently been heavily criticised due to problems of 
endogeneity and their treatment of individual (region-specific) effects (see Caselli et al, 
1996), panel regressions are done to check the robustness of the cross-section estimates. 
This approach solves at least the problem of endogeneity and has also other merits 
compared with cross-section regressions. For example, we can control for individual 
heterogeneity in a straight forward way and can better study the adjustment dynamics. 
And secondly, panel data allow the available information to be used more efficiently.8 
 
The present study uses similar setting as in Barro and Lee (1994) and Barro (1997) and 
constructs a panel of five-year periods (1975-80, 1980-85, 1985-90 and 1990-95). We 
apply the commonly used assumption that all the coefficients in the panel data models are 
constant over time and that the slope coefficients are also constant over the cross-
sectional units. However, we allow for possible heterogeneity of the intercept terms 
across the cross-sectional units. The presence of this individual heterogeneity is tested by 
the Breusch-Pagan-test. These tests show that individual heterogeneity is present in every 
specification. Moreover, it was noted that Hausman-test values point to a fixed effects 
model in the growth regressions, meaning that the assumption of random individual 
effects can be dropped. 
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2.3.  Data 
 
We used data on the 85 Finnish small-scale subregions during 1975-95. Regional income 
growth is measured on the basis of taxable per capita income and the annual net 
migration rates are considered during the same period. Net migration is calculated here 
simply as the number of immigrants (both domestic and from abroad) minus the number 
of out-migrants (domestic and to abroad). Regional incomes are deflated by the national 
cost-of-living index as no separate regional indices are available. Regional economic 
structures are considered in terms of the proportions of the labour force in primary 
production, industry and services. Regional differences in demographic structure are 
described by the main economic activity (the population is divided into children, 
students, workers, unemployed, retired population and others) and the level of education. 
Regional schooling rate is calculated according to the following formula: 
                                    8              8 
(10) X = ∑fixi / ∑fi, 
                             i=3            i=3 

 

where f is the number of persons and x is the code for the level of education. Levels of 
education vary from lower vocational education (xi = 3) to PhD or other post-graduate (xi 
= 8). Persons with no other education than the basic level (i.e. elementary education) are 
left out of X. The rate of community tax is also used in explaining the direction of net 
migration. And finally, the proportions of owner-occupied homes of all permanently 
inhabited dwellings is used. All the data were obtained from The Statistics Finland 
regional database. 
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3.  EMPIRICAL RESULTS ON CONVERGENCE AND MIGRATION 
 
During 1975-95 the dispersion of logarithmic per capita income in the Finnish subregions 
fell steadily (from 0,24 in 1975 to 0,11 in 1995). The decline in dispersion was fast, 
especially up to 1985, after which it slowed down noticeably, even to the extent that it 
remained constant during 1985-90. The former clearly indicates convergence in regional 
incomes, and indeed we find a significant negative correlation between a region’s initial 
income level and its subsequent growth rate (-0,954 in 1975-95). Income growth 
continued until 1990, but the severe economic slump led to negative growth rates in most 
of the subregions in 1990-95. Helsinki remained the richest subregion throughout the 
period and was thus taken as the leader, with the other regions converging towards its 
level of per capita income. 
 
Net migration rates, on the other hand, remained relatively stable throughout 1975-95. 
Subperiods when migration activity (in terms of regional in- and out-migration) was most 
profound are the mid 1970s, late 1980s and mid 1990s, whereas migration flows were 
relatively small in the late 1970s and early 1990s (Figure 1). The changes in migration 
activity are not so clearly shown in the net migration rates as it seems that both in- and 
out-migration flows increased and decreased simultaneously.9 In both the cross-section- 
and panel regressions the explanatory variables affected net migration as expected.10 
 

Figure 1: Migration patterns in Finland, 1975-95:
in-, out- and net migration
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3.1  β-convergence and migration in the cross-section models 
 

 
  

Firstly, β-convergence was analysed in the cross-section context, and for the whole 
period the rate of absolute convergence was around 4 per cent per annum (table 2), and 
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falling, as expected,  from 0,66 in 1975-85 to mere 0,21 in 1985-95. The use of 
conditioning variables to control for structural differences (and differences in types of 
economic shocks) between regions caused some changes in the estimates, generally 
reducing the β-coefficients (table 2). This means that differences in economic structures 
affected regional steady states and therefore we cannot assume absolute convergence to 
occur. As the main aim of this study was to model the effect of migration on regional 
convergence, the average annual net migration rate was used as an additional explanatory 
variable. This should, theoretically, reduce the β-coefficient, if indeed migration is an 
equilibrating force. However, for the whole period the rate of convergence actually grows 
rather than diminishes (table 2). Moreover, the effects of migration on convergence 
generally remain very minor. We must note, however, that these results could be 
influenced by simultaneity, and are thus not very reliable. For that reason instrumental 
variables were used to model the exogenously determined component of net migration in 
the 2-stage least squares regression (table 2). However, the β-coefficient seems to grow 
for the whole period. Interestingly, during 1975-85 migration appears to have had a small 
converging effect on regional incomes, but not thereafter. A likely reason for this is that 
in the latter half of the period many relatively rich regions  experienced large influxes of 
young, educated labour whereas poor, agricultural regions experienced the loss of such 
labour.11 Moreover, as migration obtains a positive coefficient in all the growth 
regressions, a high net migration rate increases the growth of regional incomes12.  
 
When migration was used together with the other explanatory variables, the β-
coefficients tended to grow, although the effect of migration seems to remain minor, 
confirming the former conclusions (table 2). It is thus concluded that, on the one hand, 
inter-regional migration has not been an equilibrating process in the Finnish subregions 
after 1985 and, on the other, has not been an important determinant of β-convergence. 
This cross-sectional finding is in line with previous studies (see Barro and Sala-i-Martin, 
1992 and Persson, 1997). 
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Table 2: Regression results for β-convergence (cross-section regressions) 
 

VARIABLES 1975-95 1975-85 1985-95 
 β                  R² 

St.error   (migr.) 
β                  R² 
St.error   (migr.) 

β                  R² 
St.error   (migr.) 

lninc 0,042     0,911 
0,001     ( - ) 

0,066     0,921 
0,002     ( - ) 

0,021     0,272 
0,001     ( - ) 

lninc + netmig 0,046     0,912 
0,001     (0,185) 

0,065     0,917 
0,002     (-0,047) 

0,020     0,268 
0,001     (-0,020) 

lninc + fit 0,054     0,928 
0,001     (0,505) 

0,064     0,919 
0,002     (-0,054) 

0,038     0,360 
0,001     (0.660) 

lninc + pri + servi + indu 0,023     0,930 
0,003     ( - ) 

0,033     0,902 
0,001     ( - ) 

0,016     0,599 
0,006     ( - ) 

lninc + pri + servi + indu 
+ netmig 

0,026     0,936 
0,001    (0,183)  

0,046     0,917 
0,001     (0,015) 

0,015     0,340 
0,001     (0,029) 

lninc + pri + servi + indu 
+ fit 

0,035     0,940 
0,003     (0,445) 

0,041     0,913 
0,001     (-0,044) 

0,087    0,478  
0,001    (1,010)  

Notes: The number of observations in all specifications is 85. The instrumental variables for net migration 
in the 2SLS were: regional tax rate, schooling rate, proportion of students, unemployment rate and 
proportion of owner-occupied homes. 2SLS regressions are those including the variable “fit“ (for fitted net 
migration rates) and OLS those with “netmig“. Structural control variables are “pri“ (share of primary 
production), “servi“ (share of services) and “indu“ (share of industry). The class “other industry / 
unknown“ is left out of the observations (so that the shares are not summed to unity). The likelihood ratio 
test for equal β’s across subperiods was rejected. All regression functions passed the Ramsey RESET test 
for the model specification. 
 
 
3.2  Migration and σ-convergence in the cross-section models 
 
As already noted above, there is clear evidence for σ-convergence for the whole period as 
the standard deviation of income fell by more than a half between 1975 and 1995. To 
assess the effect of migration on σ-convergence we used the gap-models (equations 6 for 
the long-run and 7 for the short-run model) which include net migration as an explanatory 
variable for the gap (or change in gap). The short-run model (7) is intuitively appealing as 
the time period considered in the present study is relatively short. It is noted that the 
initial gap (of 1975) was reduced to half by 1995, which signals noticeable σ-
convergence (table 3). Moreover, the gap with Helsinki narrowed in all subregions, 
although the reduction does vary across subregions (figure 2). When migration was used 
as the only additional explanatory variable, the coefficient for the gap variable hardly 
changed at all. The coefficient was slightly smaller (both with OLS and 2SLS) indicating 
that migration had a small but negative effect on σ-convergence. Again, there are 
differences between the two subperiods in terms of convergence behaviour: The gap 
narrowed more from 1975 to 1985 than from 1985 to 1992. And, in the 2SLS, there is 
some evidence that migration may have induced a marginal convergence effect in 1975-
85, as the coefficient for the initial gap grows somewhat. 
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Table 3: Regression results on σ-convergence (model 6, endogenous variable: gap) 
 

PERIOD σ 
(OLS) 

σ + netmig 
(OLS) 

σ + netmig 
(2SLS) 

σ + netmig + 
I+P+S (OLS) 

σ + netmig + 
I+P+S (2SLS) 

1975-95 
(C-S) 

0,470 (70,3)** 
- 

0,463 (59,5)** 
2,2 (1,7) 

0,456 (51,1)** 
0,5 (2,3)* 

0,482 (4,9)** 
2,9 (2,3)* 

0,491 (8,3)** 
6,9 (3,1)** 

1975-85 
(C-S) 

0,608 (97,8)** 
- 

0,605 (83,6)** 
0,9 (0,7) 

0,615 (73,1)** 
-2,2 (-1,1) 

0,516 (12,9)** 
3,4 (3,3)** 

0,466 (9,08)** 
4,6 (2,3)* 

1985-95 
(C-S) 

0,770 (75,9)** 
- 

0,761 (64,8)** 
1,7 (1,5) 

0,741(59,1)** 
5,3 (3,6)** 

0,914 (11,3)** 
0,9 (0,7) 

0,697 (6,7)** 
6,9 (3,1)** 

1975-95 
(panel) 

0,471 (20,9)** 
- 

0,449 (18,4)** 
-2,4 (-2,2)* 

0,516 (28,6)** 
-18,6 (-
12,4)** 

0,522 (18,9)** 
-3,3 (-5,4)** 

0,399 (16,8)** 
-18,4 (-
15,4)** 

Notes: Each cell includes the estimated coefficient for the “initial gap“-variable and the associated t-value. 
Below that is reported the coefficient and t-value for the migration-variable (“netmig“). The levels of 
significance for the estimates are indicated as follows: *denotes significance at the 0,05 level and ** at the 
0,01 level. Variable “netmig“ in the 2SLS regressions refers to the fitted average annual net migration rates 
(see table 2 for further explanation). Variables “I“, “P“ and “S“ are the shares of industry, primary 
production and services. The coefficient of determination was very high in all regressions (R²  > 0,9). 
 

Figure 2: Economic gaps relative to taxable
income of Helsinki, 1975 and 1995
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Similar conclusions are obtained with model (7) (table 4). Gaps diminished rapidly in the 
first and much less so in the second half. Migration does not significantly change the 
coefficient of the gap-variable, but it becomes only slightly more negative, which shows 
that migration slightly tends to slow down σ-convergence. Differences in the proportions 
of primary production and services have been diverging forces whereas the share of 
industry has been a converging one, even though we must note that only the coefficient 
for primary production was statistically significant.13 Thus the conclusion is that even 
though all the subregions have managed to catch Helsinki up to some extent, migration 
cannot be seen as the deciding factor behind this process. On the contrary, migration 
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flows in Finland seem to have been concentrated on rather few subregions and this has 
resulted in a diverging effect, especially after 1985. 
 
Table 4:  Regression results on σ-convergence (model 7, endogenous variable: change in 

gap). 
 
PERIOD σ 

(OLS) 
σ + netmig 
(OLS) 

σ + netmig 
(2SLS) 

σ + netmig + 
I+P+S (OLS) 

σ + netmig + 
I+P+S (2SLS) 

1975-95 
(C-S) 

-0,530 
(-79,3)** 

-0,537(-69,0)** 
2,2 (1,7)* 

-0,544(-61,0)** 
4,3 (2,3)* 

-0,425(-8,8)** 
2,9 (2,3)* 

-0,509(-8,6)** 
6,9 (3,1)** 

1975-85 
(C-S) 

-0,391 
(-63,0)** 

-0,395(-54,5)** 
0,9 (0,7) 

-0,385(-45,8)** 
-2,2 (-1,5) 

-0,484(-12,2)** 
3,4 (3,3)** 

-0,534(-10,4)** 
4,6 (2,3)* 

1985-95 
(C-S) 

-0,230 
(-22,6)** 

-0,239(-20,3)** 
1,7 (1,5) 

-0,259(-20,7)** 
5,3 (3,6)** 

-0,086(-1,1) 
0,9 (0,7) 

-0,303(-2,9)** 
6,9 (2,2)* 

1975-95 
(panel) 

-0,529 
(-23,4)** 

-0,551(-22,6)** 
-2,4 (-2,2)* 

-0,484(-26,8)** 
-18,6 (-12,4)** 

-0,478(-17,3)** 
-3,3 (-5,4)** 

-0,601(-25,4)** 
-18,4 (-15,4)** 

Notes: Each cell includes the estimated value for “initial gap“-variable and the associated t-value, and, 
below that, those for the migration-variable (“netmig“). See table 3 for the explanation on the levels of 
significance and definitions of variables. 
 
 
3.3  Migration and convergence in panel data model 
 
The final stage of this study consisted of estimating migration and convergence on panel 
data. The estimates were based on 5-year period setups running from 1975 to 1995. Both 
β- and σ-convergence was estimated as above, and nonlinear least squares and 2SLS were 
used. The main finding in the panel regressions is that the estimates for the rates of β-
convergence become noticeably lower than in the cross-section regressions, varying 
between 2 and 3 per cent per annum (table 5). All the estimates are also statistically 
significant. Secondly, the inclusion of net migration now generally reduces the β-
coefficients, meaning that the effect of migration on the regional growth process has been 
somewhat convergent, even if very small. The coefficients of migration tend to be 
negative in the 2SLS regressions where they also reach statistical significance (displayed 
in table 5), and thus migration turns out to have a convergent effect. All this shows that 
by using more advanced estimation methods and better data we obtain results which are 
in line with the theory. 
 

 
  

σ-convergence was also estimated using panel data (tables 3 and 4). Now, the coefficient 
for the initial gap becomes closer to one14 in the 2SLS, signalling that the gaps have 
narrowed further due to migration. The negative coefficient of migration indicates, too, 
that it has been a convergent factor. Using panel data we cannot construct estimates for 
the subperiods, however, but instead we concentrate on the long-run estimation. The 
reasons why the cross-section regressions produced such different results may be that 
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they cannot reveal all that has happened between the start and end year, but simply 
compare those two situations. And, indeed, we may argue that taking 1995 as the end 
year will not give the best possible picture of what has happened in terms of the regional 
growth process during the boom of the late 1980s and recession years of the early 1990s. 
 
Table 5: Regression results for β-convergence (panel data regressions) 
 

VARIABLES β                 Migr. 
(t-value)    (t-value) 

Adjusted  
R² 

Chow~ 
F(T-1)(K+1), 
NT-T(K+1) 

B-P~ 
Χ²P 

lninc (OLS) 0,030            - 
(35,5) 

0,792 27,9 1,1 

lninc + netmig (OLS) 0,023          1,02 
(35,9)         (3,5) 

0,801 20,1 4,9* 

lninc + fit (2SLS) 0,027          1,45 
(31,8)         (3,9) 

0,796 12,6 15,7* 

lninc + pri + servi + indu 
(OLS) 

0,023            - 
(33,4) 

0,845 12,7 2,1 

lninc + netmig + pri + 
servi + indu (OLS) 

0,022          0,73 
(34,8)         (4,8) 

0,846 12,4 2,8 

lninc + fit + pri + servi + 
indu (2SLS) 

0,022          0,21 
(32,8)         (0,6) 

0,845 9,8 3,6* 

Notes: all regressions include regional dummy variables, as the Hausman test requires the use of a fixed 
effects model. Regressions with variable “fit“ are estimated by 2-stage least squares, where “fit“ is the 
fitted values for average annual net migration rates for the 5-year periods. Instrumental variables were: 
constant, “educ“, “tax“, “stud“, “unem“ and “ownhouse“. Regressions with variable “netmig“ are 
estimated by simple NLS. All explanatory variables are taken as the initial values of each of the 5-year 
periods. None of the specification passed the Chow test for pooling but, as the Breusch-Pagan test indicates 
in many cases the heteroscedasticity of error terms (indicated with an asterisk), the Chow test is not reliable. 
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4.  DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
The aim of the present study was to describe the way in which regional income 
differences in Finland developed during 1975-95 and to analyse the role of inter-regional 
migration in this process. Various methods were used in the empirical analyses, and it 
was noted that regional β- and σ-convergence was relatively fast throughout the period, 
even though it did slow down after 1985. The effect of migration on regional 
convergence, on the other hand, was not such a clear-cut issue. All in all, migration had 
only small effects on the rates of convergence, a result which compares well with 
previous empirical studies (see, for example, Barro and Sala-i-Martin, 1992, 1995 and 
Persson, 1997). None of the previous studies have, however, performed an analysis on 
how migration affects σ-convergence, but have rather concentrated on estimating β-
convergence. The present study used models which include net migration as an 
explanatory variable for the development of per capita income gaps between the leader 
and follower subregions. The results are very similar in the case of both β- and σ-
convergence, meaning that in the cross-section regression migration appears to be a 
divergent factor in the regional growth process (especially after 1985), whereas in the 
panel regression it seems to be a convergent one. As the panel data method generally 
provides more robust and reliable results, we conclude that cross-section regressions are 
unable to take into account the constantly changing situations between the beginning and 
end of the period under scrutiny. We thus agree with Caselli et al (1996), Fuente (1997) 
and Islam (1995) that cross-section regressions cannot be considered the only tool for 
convergence analysis, but further, and more advanced, estimation methods should be used 
to check the robustness of the former estimates. 
 
When we look at the direction of net migration flows it becomes very clear why inter-
regional migration has had such small effects on convergence. Migration seems to be 
directed to the richer, fast growing regions in southern Finland and, as it has been noted 
in earlier migration studies, a large proportion of the migrants are highly educated young 
people (see for example Vartiainen, 1997 and Laakso, 1998). On the other hand, the 
unemployed also tend to migrate to large centres and away from agricultural subregions. 
These two diverse population groups have a counter-productive impact on regional per 
capita income, the former group clearly boosting and the latter diminishing it. And since 
the same development occurs in the regions with negative net migration rates, we can 
expect the overall effect to be almost negligible in all types of regions. The trend of 
population concentration towards the initially richer regions may, on the one hand, have 
certain convergent effects on the regional growth process, assuming that the majority of 
the in-migrants to rich regions earn less than the average inhabitant. If this is the case, 
then one extra in-migrant means that a given regional income has to be divided among 
more inhabitants. This conclusion is supported if we look, for example, at the subregions 
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in the most northern part of Finland. Those subregions have an extremely low population 
density but a relatively high level of income per capita. One likely reason for this is that 
those regions have had negative net migration rates throughout the period under scrutiny. 
 
The policy conclusions we can draw from the above analysis are relatively clear. Firstly, 
it seems that regional income differences are not a cause for great concern in Finland as 
they have been diminishing for the past twenty years. However, the period of fast 
convergence seems to have come to an end in the second half of the 1980s, and this fact 
may need some consideration. On the other hand, we can argue that convergence can only 
take place to the extent that regions reach their steady-states. Secondly, even though the 
flow of migration is becoming more and more directed to a small number of subregions, 
it seems that we do not need to worry about the effect it has on regional income 
distribution. On the contrary, it is possible that inter-regional migration has had some 
convergent effects in the regional growth process. Thus, according to our analysis, neither 
the concentration of migration nor the development of income distribution create the 
potential for any serious regional problems that ought to be considered in regional policy 
planning. It is, of course, entirely another issue whether the concentration of population 
has negative implications in other respects and whether policy measures should be 
directed to slow down the current trend on those grounds. 
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Endnotes: 
 

 
                                                 
1. See for Example Temple (1995), Armstrong and Taylor (1985), Richardson (1973), Isard (1982) and Fischer and 
Nijkamp (1987) for similar arguments. 
 
2. See for example Caselli et al (1996). 

3. Compare with Barro and Sala-i-Martin (1992) and Persson (1997). 

4. Results on the determinants of net migration used in the present study can be found in Pekkala et al (1998), 
which concentrates on both cross section and panel estimation. 
 
5. See Pekkala et al (1998) for a more extensive analysis on the determinants of migration in the Finnish context. 
The present study uses the same variables which were found to be significant in that study and adds some others 
which were found necessary in our regressions. 
 
6. Initial income was tried in the 2-stage least squares, but using it as an instrumental variable made hardly any 
difference in terms of coefficients and the fit. 
 
7. See Kangasharju and Alanen (1998) for the derivation of these equations. 
 
8. See Baltagi (1995) for discussion on the general characteristics of panel data regressions. 
 
9. For similar observations, see also Pekkala et al (1998), or Hoover and Giarratani (1985) for the US regions. 
 
10. The proportion of owner-occupied homes and schooling rate obtained a positive sign, and tax rate and the 
shares of students and unemployed displayed negative coefficients. The coefficient for initial income was positive 
until 1985 but negative thereafter, and was not statistically significant. As it could not be empirically proven that 
migration was caused by regional income disparities, initial income was left out of the final regressions. 
  
11. See, for example, Laakso (1998) and Vartiainen (1997). 
 
12. These results are not reported in this paper, however. The positive connection between regional economic 
growth and net migration has also been established in Pekkala et al (1998) for the same time period. 
 
13. These results are not displayed in tables 4 or 5, however, for the sake of simplicity. 
 
14. A coefficient of size of one would imply neither convergence nor divergence. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  


